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Version 2.0.0.0 – October 2010 

Enhancements: 

1. Portal Adaptors and Environments: 

 SharePoint 2010 Adaptor 

 SharePoint Tracking Agent - duration events are now fired on page unload 

 

2. CardioLog UI: 

 New Reports - OS, External Destinations, Document Versioning 

 Custom columns for the Unique Users table report, based on user categories 

 Support for date localization in chart dates 

 Configurable default value for table/chart height and width 

 Chart reports - changed "Aggregated" to "All pages", "Specific" to "Homepage".  

 Chart reports - removed the "Specific" series from the default preferences. 

 Table reports - show 100 rows by default 

 Disable "Export to Excel" in Report Edit Mode for Standard/Professional 

 Disable "Re/Generate Report" for Standard/Professional 

 

3. Administration: 

 Data Export API - support for filtering by user categories, and setting chart 

preferences 

 Added "Once", "Never" to service scheduling types 

 Improved execution for deleting history data  

 Improved execution for fixing "lost events" 

 

4. Installer: 

 Assign the CardioLog administrator role to the CardioLog Service account 

     

Resolved Issues: 

1. Page Views table report - support for 'min count = 0' 

2. Reports API helper - cannot change time interval when using the Pro edition 

3. Portal Actions report - error on weekly aggregations 

4. IIS log import - cannot find logparser path for x64 platforms 

5. "Refresh" filters appear for meters in Analysis Center 

6. Handle broken browser sessions ids 
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7. License expired page is displayed even though the activation key is valid 

8. Export to Excel fails when data contains invalid characters and formats 

9. Missing duration events when switching between browser tabs  

10. Delete history data fails for UK date format 

11. Portal Tree Updates fails for long URLs 

12. Event processing is limited to 10000 events per hour 

13. Invalid characters in report title 

14. Report Center - Cached values in meters 

15. Drill down fails for reports with no AD filter 

16. Case sensitive user account names in AD Updates 

17. Chart date interval defaults to "hourly" for custom date ranges 

18. Disable report drill down from web part 

 

 


